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ABSTRACT particular type of MPD, called an Applied
Field Magnetoplasmadynamic thruster. The

In order to enhance the exploration of our applied field refers to an applied radial

solar system the basic cost of such and axial magnetic field. Specifically, the

operations must be reduced. One major results of measurements of the effectiveness

reduction would come from the development of of a diffuser to lower the engine test

more propellant efficient primary and environmental pressure are presented. This

secondary space propulsion systems. Electric work addresses one aspect of the problem of

propulsion devices promise to accomplish providing adequate and affordable test

this reduction in basic operating cost by facilities for MPD developmental testing. In

greatly reducing the mass of propellant addition, some preliminary results from our

required in space. One such device, the attempt to model the heat flow and

Applied Field Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) temperature distributions in the MPD cathode
thruster, is being studied and some are presented and discussed. This is part of

preliminary results on diffuser effects in - our effort to understand the flow of heat

MPD test facilities, on thermal modeling of and resultant temperatures in all engine
the engine cathode and on thrust components under very sever conditions.
measurements are presented here. Finally, a few experimental results from our

unique duel beam thrust stand, are
presented. This stand was designed and built

1. INTRODUCTION to separately measure the thrust developed
by the archead and by the applied field

The eventual robotic and/or human electromagnet, simultaneously.
exploration of our solar system will require
enhancement and development of a broad

spectrum of technologies, including primary 2. DIFFUSER EFFECTS
and secondary space propulsion. Indeed, one
of the major impediments to this human It is a well known fact that vacuum tank

advancement is the basic cost of ambient pressure can have an adverse effect
transportation in space and this cost is on several of the thrust producing
overwhelmingly determined by the shear mechanism, as well as on the measurement of

weight of the propellant needing to be moved thrust, in all forms of electric propulsion
from place-to-place. Therefore, a very large devices. For example, in thermal devices

advance can be made toward the eventual such as arcjets, a high background pressure
success of this mission by the development will interfere with the nozzle expansion

of propellant efficient space propulsion processes, will contribute to cooling

systems. through natural and forced convection and
can interfere with thrust stand operation

One very promising approach is the because of possible impingements of fluid

substitution of electrical energy for currents on sensitive thrust stand elements.

chemical energy in our thruster technology, These same interfering mechanism can be

whenever this becomes feasible. Feasibility applicable to applied field MPD testing as

is guaranteed for any mission that requires well; and in addition, background gas

a large nuclear or solar electrical power entrainment and acceleration in the engine

source for mission primary objectives, plume and effects on plasma conductivity

However, even without this need, the would be additional considerations. Because

potential saving in needed propellant mass of these potentially adverse effects,

is so great that the net mass saving for testing with adequate background pressure

some select missions, after the entire power levels in electric propulsion test

supply mass is charged to the propulsion facilities is critical to the ultimate

system, is still very attractive, development of electric propulsion engines.

Of the many different concepts for deriving A literature survey ofbackground pressure

thrust from a propellant accelerated by effects on self and applied field MPD

electrical means, the single concept that performance can be found in Reference 1. For

can utilize electrical power levels in the self field MPD's they found no indications

hundreds to thousands of kilowatts is a of adverse effects when vacuum tank

magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster. Work on pressures were below one mtorr. For applied

these devices has been ongoing, and at a low field MPD's it was found that high

level, since 1965. This work has been background pressure could either degrade

impeded by a lack of understanding of the performance by interfering with one or more

physical processes occurring, both in the thrust producing mechanism or enhance

plasma and in the engine components, when performance by entrainment and acceleration.

the temperatures, electric currents and These effects depend on type and flow rate

electric/ magnetic fields become very high, of propellant gas used, background gas type

as they must if this device is to become and pressure. For example, with hydrogen

efficient and practical. flowing at 3.5 mg/s and nitrogen as
background gas the vacuum tank pressure had

This paper reports on the preliminary to be kept below about 8 mtorr to avoid

results of some ongoing research on one adverse effects on performance measurements.
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For ammonia propellant at various flow rates 40 ,
and with a variety of background gases a
pressure below 0.3 mtorr was required. 35 - i A

If these required steady state vacuum tank WITHOUTDIFFUSRpressures are to be maintained by continuous E 30 Hr B=IG
pumping only, the facility costs, and for L II8r B=646G
long term life testing (a practical D A B=1072G
necessity for all electric propulsion 25 - WITH DIFFUSER:
devices) the operating costs, can become 1 B 55G
prohibitive. For example, the installation M 20- B=1110Gcost of a modern diffusion pump is
approximately $12 x 106 per gm/sec of 15 m= 009gsARGON
hydrogen and $15 x 106 per gm/sec of
ammonia vapor. Cryopumping of hydrogen or
dissociated ammonia would be even more 10---- i
prohibitive for full scale engine life 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
testing. The only known method of reducing POWER (kW)
the required pump capacity would be to take
advantage of the directed kinetic energy in Figure 2. MPD Diffuser Data.
the test engine plume. This can be done by
considering the engine as part of an ejector dissociation was incomplete. Therefore, forpumping system and/or directing the high arc power greater than zero the tankenergy plume into a diffuser designed to pressure increases, partly because of a
decelerate the exhaust gases while decrease in mean molecular weight (increase
maintaining as much of the original in the volume rate of flow due tostagnation pressure as is possible. dissociation), and partly due to an increase

in gas temperature. Note that since the
A review of the literature seemed to engine is facing into the open elbow, some
indicate that ejector/diffuser design recovery of stagnation conditions must bemethods and/or data for ambient pressures
below one torr do not exist. Extrapolations
from the existing, high pressure, data were
used as a starting point and several ARCJETpreliminary designs have been fabricated and
tested with high power arcjets and moderate / 161cm iD 60cm LONG
power applied-field MPD engines. Examples of /149cm ID 54cm LONGsome relevant results of these tests are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. - - ----- I

120cm

020 ----- WATER COOLED
.) NO DIFFUSER DIFFUSER
0 149 cm DIAMETER DIFFUSER

S16 1 cm DIAMETER DIFFUSER \

0.15

mONH3= 0 3 gs

S010 TO HEAT EXCHANGER
a 0 AND 6324 LITER/SECa PUMPING PLANT

'/ - Figure 3. Arcjet Test Facility and Diffuser
0.405 - -- i Installation.

occurring, resulting in a lowering of the
tank pressure.

0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 Next, a water cooled constant diameter

ARCPOWER, kW diffuser with a 14.9 cm ID and a length of
53.7 cm was installed as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Arcjet Diffuser Data. The mouth of this diffuser was 6.4 cm from
the engine exit plane. With this diffuser,

Data obtained from a 30 kW class arcet a vacuum tank pressure decrease of 50 mtorr,Data obtained from a 30 kW class arcjet independent of arc power, was experienced.engine is shown in Figure 1. This data was Again, the vacuum tank pressure increase
obtained in the facility shown in Figure 3, with arc power is attributed to increasedusing the engine design shown in Figure 4. dissociation and gas temperature. With thisThe vacuum tank pressure was measured with diffuser, a secondary effect may also bea Baratron pressure gauge calibrated in the that the arcjet plume could balloon out andrange of one to one thousand mtorr. The not be completely captured by the diffuserinitial test was made without the diffuser mouth. To alleviate this potential problem
but with the engine plume directed at the a second diffuser, slightly bigger ininlet to the water cooled elbow shown in diameter and length was fabricated,Figure 3. The propellant was ammonia so that installed and tested. This new diffuser hadwith zero arc power the diffuser passed pure an internal diameter of 16.1 cm, a length ofammonia vapor and with arc power the gas was 60 cm and its mouth was coincident with thea mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen with arcjet exit plane. The results of this testpossibly some residual ammonia vapor if are also shown in Figure 1. For this test,
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Figure 4. Arcjet Engine Schematic.

the zero arc power data point is higher than applied-magnetic-field MPD engine test
the corresponding point for the no diffuser facilities. The design chosen is shown
case. This increase in vacuum tank pressure schematically in Figure 5. Since we were
represents the loss of pumping speed trying to achieve a lower vacuum tank
(decrease in system conductance) due to the pressure in our MPD facility, resulting in
diffuser impedance. However, once the arc is more ballooning of the plume, and since we
turned on, and regardless of the were attempting to use a magnetic nozzle,
dissociation and elevated gas temperature, again resulting in a further expansion of
the measured vacuum tank pressure is the engine plume we choose a much larger
dramatically reduced from the no-diffuser diameter to try first. The design, shown in
test and the amount of reduction increases Figure 5, was a water cooled 46 cm diameter
with arc power (increased exhaust velocity), by 123 cm long cylindrical section followed
Hence, for this final arcjet diffuser by a 41 cm long cone as a transition to a 25
design, the ejector/diffuser effect cm diameter vacuum line. A 6324 liter/sec
overcomes dissociation, elevated mechanical pumping plant was used to pump on
temperatures and plume ballooning effects the diffuser outlet and a 1227 liter/sec
and its use results in a very large mechanical pumping plant was used to
reduction in vacuum tank back pressure. This continue pumping on the vacuum tank,
means that the investment in pumping plant directly. The mouth of the diffuser was
installation and operating cost could be located 3 cm from the engine exit plane in
reduced by more than a factor of two in any order to provide visual access to the plume.
proposed new arcjet test facility.

The data obtained with this ejector/
Because of these encouraging results with diffuser is shown in Figure 2. Argon, at a
arcjets a similar, constant diameter, constant mass flow rate of 0.09 g/s, was
ejector/diffuser was attempted with our used as the propellant, the arc power was

VACUUM VACUUM
VALVE VALVE

TO 1227 LITER'SEC TO 6324 LITER'SEC
VACUUM PUMPS VACUUM PUMPS

VACUUM TANK

APPLIED - FIELD
THRUSTER

240 cm

123 cm LONG x 46cm DIA. 46 cm TO 25 cm 25 cm 0 D VACUUM LINE
CYLINDER CONE (38 cm LONG)

WATER-COOLED SECTIONS

Figure 5. Schematic of MPD Diffuser Installation
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varied between 5 and 35 kW and the magnetic space applications because of their simplerfield strength, measured at the cathode tip, design and higher efficiency.2 However, inwas varied between 0 and 1110 gauss. The radiation cooled thrusters the operatinginitial tests were conducted without the power can be severely limited by thediffuser installed. The vacuum line was thruster thermal design. Recent experiments
removed from the vacuum tank and both at JPL have shown severe cathode tip melting
pumping plants were used to pump on the tank even at moderate powers (less than 50 kW).itself. Vacuum tank pressure measurements, A thermal analysis of the cathode tip regionobtained with a calibrated Baratron gauge, was completed to investigate this problem.were made as a function of arc power and
magnetic field strength and are shown as A one-dimensional heat transfer analysis wasfilled data points in Figure 2. Notice that performed on the cathode tip to achieve athe pressure is independent of magnetic first-order approximation. Two tipfield strength and rises only slightly with geometries were considered, namely aarc power. Since these test were performed flattened conical tip and a flattened
in a large tank the exhaust gas temperature hemispherical tip. The tip area is the samemost likely was equilibrated with the tank for both shapes and the dimensions are shownwalls before it arrived at the two pump out in Figure 6. The axial temperature dropports. The slight rise in vacuum tank
pressure with arc power could then have been
caused by a slight rise in temperature at (2
the pump out ports.

Next the ejector/diffuser was installed as
shown in Figure 5, and essentially the same r '
test parameters were repeated. This data is R
shown as open data points in Figure 2.
Notice that without the magnetic field and
at low power the vacuum tank pressure was
reduced by the diffuser but as the arc power 4
was increased the tank pressure also
increased as it did for the arcjet tests of
Figure 1. This result may have been caused
by ballooning of the plume and elevated gas
temperatures which canceled out most of the
diffuser/ejector effect. Note that with the Conical Tip Configuration
addition of the diffuser and vacuum line the
conductance of that part of the pumping
system was much increased, but the
ejector/diffuser effect was still great " 0
enough to overcome these and still produce R
a moderate reduction in tank pressure.

When the magnetic field was turned on a r
dramatic new result appeared. The vacuum R
tank pressure was reduced further and L
continued to drop with increasing arc power
and magnetic field strength. These results
seem to indicate that as the exhaust
velocity is increased by either increasing
the arc power or applied magnetic field L R
strength, or both, the ejector/diffuser
effect increases, as is manifested by a
reduced vacuum tank pressure. This effect
continued at lower mass flow rates and Hemispherical Tip Configuration
higher arc power and magnetic field
strength. The extreme, to date, was a Figure 6. Cathode tip geometry.
measured vacuum tank pressure of 6 mtorr
with 0.07 g/s of argon, 40 kW of arc power
and a magnetic field strength of 1360 gauss. integrating eqtip can 1 along the axial

integrating equation 1 along the axial
All indications seem to suggest that at direction with the appropriate cross-
still higher arc power and/or magnetic field sectional area for the shape of interest.
strength the diffuser will lower the vacuum Since the cathode base temperature is
tank pressure further. At a pressure of one usually fixed by the cooling capability of
mtorr, or less, it will become possible to the thruster, the calculated cathode
turn on our three diffusion pumps, thus temperature drop can be used to estimate the
adding 260 x 103 liters/sec to our pumping tip temperature. It can then be determined
capacity. Hence, with a sufficiently high whether or not the tip is likely to melt.
plume velocity, the ejector/diffuser effect
can overcome the added impedance of the
diffuser and vacuum line and overcome the x
elevated gas temperature at the entrance to T - T = AT = f (1)
the pump out system, and effectively reduce k, x A c
the vacuum tank pressure to a regime low
enough to make meaningful engine voltage and
thrust measurements. where q is the heat load (W), k, is the

thermal conductivity (constant), and A, is
3. CATHODE THERMAL MODEL the cross-sectional area.3 The temperature

drop for the conical and spherical tipRadiation cooled MPD thrusters are geometries are given by equations 2 and 3
preferable to liquid cooled thrusters for respectively. Values for the MPD thruster
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Table 1. MPD Ge'oetry Pameters A two-dimensional analysis was also
performed using a commercially available
finite element analysis package. A base

r =0.25 cm with a length equal to one radius was added
to each tip shape to make the heat flux out

R =0.95 cm of the base more uniform. A 1 kW heat load
was applied uniformly across each tip. The

0 =30 resulting temperature contours for the
= 1.0 /m K constant thermal conductivity case are shown1 10 Wm in Figures 7 and 8 for the conical and

L_, = 1.21 cm hemispherical tips respectively.

Li =0.916cm The large temperature gradients within the
cathode require the use of temperature
dependent properties for accurate results.

cathode geometry are given in Table I and The thermal conductivity as a function of

the results are given in Table II. temperature is shown in Figure 9.3  The
contours for the temperature dependent
thermal conductivity case are shown in

AT - q (1 i (2) Figures 10 and 11. A comparison of the
Sk, tan(6)\r R] temperature drops for the various cases is

AT - q n (R (
R - r )/ (3)

2AT R k, R - (Rr2)1 2

constant thermal conductivity -

q" =1.0 W/cm K (Ts -1500)

2343

2722

2912

q=l kW

3291 2533 2153 1964 L 1774K

3101

Figure 7. Conical tip temperature contours with
constant thermal conductivity.

constant thermal conductivity

q"= 1.0 W/cm K (Ts - 1000)

1428

1525

1621

q=1kW

1911-
191 1718 1 3 32 1235 1139K1815 1718

Fiqure 8. Hemispherical tip temperature contours
with cns' nt thermal conductivity.
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2.0- presented in Tdble II. Although different
d base temperatures were used for the two
E different shapes, the temperature drops are

1.5- comparable. The lower base temperature was
selected for the hemispherical tip so that
all of the temperatures would be lower and

* 1.0 the nonlinear conductivity effect would be
larger and therefore providing a "worst

r case". With the same base temperature, the
o hemispherical tip temperature drops would be
a 0.5 slightly smaller.

S o ExperimentalValues
- Regression Fit Comparing the temperature drops between the

0.0- 2-D and l-D analyses, it is apparent that
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 the 1 -D approximation is relatively good.

Two temperature drops are given for the 2-DTemperature (K) analysis, namely, along the centerline
(center) and along the outer surface. TheFigure 9. Thermal conductivity temperature temperature drop predicted from the l-D

dependence. analysis falls between the inside and the

nonlinear thermal conductivity

q"= 1.0 W/cm K (Ts -1500)

2421

2839

3048

q=lkW

3466
S-2212 '2002 1793 K

3257 ' 2630

Figure 10. Conical tip temperature contou:s with
temperature dependent thermal oi:ductivity

nonlinear thermal conductivity

q"=1.0 W/cm K (Ts -1000)

1446

1547-

1648

q=l kW

1951
19 11345 1244 1143 K

1850
1749

Figure 11. likem.ispherical tip remperatur orl, : rs
wi C ernpera tur, depel, n t :mal ;'t vit'.
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Table 2. Tip Geometry Temperature Drops

CASE Conical Hemispherical ATcon/ AThemi

Tip AT Tip AT

l-D 1625 674 2.41

2-D Center 1762 897 1.96

Constant k Outside 1194 451 2.65

2-D Center 1952 939 2.08

Variable k, Outside 1295 468 2.77

outside values for both 2-D cases. Original Profile
Therefore, for predicting gross temperature
drops within the cathode the 1-D analysis is
acceptable. However, The large radial
temperature gradients at the cathode tip can
not be predicted with the 1-D model. The
temperature at the centerline of the tip is
significantly higher than the outside tip
temperature. The 1-D model will only
predict a rough average tip temperature, and
can not predict the radial components since
this is a 2-D effect. As can be seen in Final Profile

Figures 7, 8, 10 and 11, the temperature on
the centerline at the tip can be Experimental Cathode Tip Variation
significantly larger than the outside
temperature. This may explain the crater Figure !.. Illustration of pre-test and
formations observed at the tips of arcjet post-test cathode tip geometries.

cathodes after long duration tests. 5  For
equivalent base temperatures, the expected coditions. The final configuration is
tip temperature for the hemispherical tip -.irprisingly close to the hemispherical
should be significantly lower than that for shape. This result, along with the

the conical tip; and therefore less analysis, provided the basis for selecting
susceptible to melting, the spherical tip shape.

Testing of the MPD thruster even at moderat- The spherical tip shape has since been
powers (up to 50 kW) produced severe cath ie tested up to 60 kW with no evidence of
tip melting. Figure 12 shows a photc:aph melting. Also, the starting and operating
of two conical cathode tips after teoting characteristics are similar with both tip
with clear evidence of surface m [ting. shapes.
Figure 13 shows an illustration of a typical
cathode profile before and after testing. 4. THRUST STAND
The post-test cathode tip angle is
approximately 45. This indicates that the An attempt is being made to develop a dual
cathode tip was eroded significantly during beam thrust stand capable of measuring,
operation until it reached d geometry that separately, the thrust component developed
was compatible with the operating by the archead and by the electromagnet,

simultaneously. These measurements are an
important part of our effort to understand
how the applied magnetic field enhances the
performance of these engines. A schematic of
the thrust stand is shown in Figure 14. Both
the electromagnet and archead are suspended
from a water cooled framework that is an

S integral part of the vacuum tank header. The
electromagnet is suspended by two 1.27 cm
diameter stainless steel tubes that also
carry the electromagnet cooling water to and
from the solenoid windings and water cooled
solenoid shield. These two tubes are in a
plane that is perpendicular to the thrust
direction and act as the flexures in the
system. As the electromagnet develops
thrust, through the interaction between its
axial and radial magnetic field components
and the electric currents flowing in the
plasma, these two tubes are bent slightly
and the amount of bending is measured with
a Linear Variable Differential Transformer
(LVDT). The LVDT output is calibrated by
applying weights horizontally along the

Figure 12. Experimeintal cathode tips after electromagnet centerline with a pulley

testing system. This calibration can be
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VACUUM TASK VACUUM TANK

H EADER - THRUSTER CURRENT
FEED & MERCURY
POTS

ARCHEAD
THRUST BEAM ELECTROMAGNET

THRUSTBEAM

LVDT

LVDT ELECTROMAGNET

THRUSTER AND TH TMAGNET \ JTHRUSTER
MAGNET
CALIBRATOR

oo

THRUST STAND
SUPPORT
STRUCTURE

30cm

MAGNET CURRENT
FEED & MERCURY POTS

Figure 14. Schematic of MPD Dual Beam Thrust Stand.

accomplished, remotely, after the vacuum magnetic field strength, measured at the
tank has been evacuated. The archead and its cathode tip, was set at 638 and 1110 gauss.
heavy copper bus bars was suspended from a Due to the unavailability of our large
single 1.27 cm diameter stainless steel tube
which was also used to carry the propellant
gas to the engine. The measurement of
deflection and appropriate calibrations of
the archead system was essentially the same
as that of the electromagnet. The electric
power to both the electromagnet and archead
was transferred onto the thrust stand
through pots of mercury, as shown in Figure
14.

A preliminary attempt to measure thrust with
this stand, while using ammonia vapor as the
propellant, is shown in Figure 15. The
ammonia mass flow rate was 0.050 g/s and the

60
B GAUSS

0 638 ANODE/NOZZLE

50 0 111040 -
ARCHEAD / ' CATHODE

40

20 -

SOLENOID ELECTROMAGNET

10-

0 1 __ I _ 2.5cm
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

ARC CURRENT SQUARED x 10 6, A 2

Figure 15. MPD Thrust Data. Figure 16. 'PD Engine Schematic.
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vacuum pumping plant during this test the contract with the National Aeronautics and
vacuum tank back pressure was measured to Space Administration. "Approved for public
vary between 120 and 130 mtorr. The engine release; distribution unlimited."
design used for this test is shown in Figure
16; however, the cathode tip was The authors wish to thank William R.
hemispherical and the throat diameter had Thogmartin, Allison G. Owens and Robert L.
been increased from the original 1.27 cm to Toomath for invaluable aid in the design,
3.18 cm by erosion during previous testing. fabrication, instrumentation, checkouts and
A photograph of the cathode tip and eroded operation of all experimental hardware.
throat is shown in Figure 17. The data
obtained from this preliminary test is shown
in Figure 15 as the archead and solenoid
thrust versus the square of archead current 6. REFERENCES
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